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The first Part of the book is dedicated to the Prophet Muhammed (peace be upon him). Various facts about prophet Muhammed (P.B.U.H)and his life as a true human being were discussed in the first part. In the second part it was discussed that to maintain the integrity of the truth, what might look like the contradictions and contradictions are in reality the evidences of the existence of the one eternal truth. In the third part, some facts of the Hidden Treasure of al Quran
were presented. It was illustrated that there are some meanings which were hidden until now by the scholars to save the assuaging of the Muslims. On the basis of the verses of the Quran, Hadith and the other Islamic literature some of the historical facts were narrated which proved the unique position of the Prophet Muhammed (P.B.U.H)in the history of mankind. In the process of the proving, it was established that to maintain the unity and the integrity of the truth, it is
essential that the evidences should be presented in a proper manner. The fallacy of the Quran being the direct and final revelation has been refuted. Quotations from great saints of the Muslim world and also the quotes from the enemies of Islam have been highlighted in order to prove the superiority of the Quran over its opponents. In the process of the disproving, it was again demonstrated that the works of the opponents, such as the Quran, the Hadith or the Sunnah have
been altered to the extent of destroying the evidences of the truth. Because of the process of changing these works, facts such as the uniqueness, the infallibility, the divine authorship and the unity of the Quran have been demolished. He explained the basis of the Quran and the essence of the Quran from the Quran and the Al-Hadith, and claimed that the Quran stands as the ultimate divine revelations. He also presented evidences of the existence of the Quran, Holy
Prophet Muhammed (P.B.U.H)and his days such as the fact that he used to appear both in the spiritual and material form. On the basis of the works of the great saints of the Muslim world some of the facts such as the special characteristics of the Quran and the prophet Muhammed (P.B.U.H)as a loving human being were narrated, which can be considered as a new fact. While narrating about the role of the holy prophet Muham
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Parts of this book are: 1. Introduction: 2. Preface: 3. Conclusions: 4. Interviews with the Saints: 5. Bibliography: In this book I have tried my best to present the important findings of the saints of Islam. The book has been arranged in a systematic manner. Over the past forty years the separatist Hindu groups have been expressing their feeling of frustration over the growing Muslim population in India.In their view, Muslims are not getting jobs and living under one roof
with the Hindus. The Hindu groups are not happy with the Muslims because they are not supporting them in communal riots and not putting up with them for the sake of peace. They believe that Muslims are a threat to them. They feel that Muslims should be separated from the Hindu minority and the resultant Muslim colonies will not affect the Hindu majority as they will be living in their own separate colonies. In their opinion, this is what India should look like.
Muslims have been living with the Hindus for a long period of time. When the Muslim population became larger than the Hindus, the latter adopted the government’s policy of separating the two communities. In the Punjab, the Muslims were brought under the government’s welfare scheme and in other parts of India Muslims were given separate colonies. Muslims since then have felt that their needs are being ignored by the government and this affects the Muslims
because they feel that they do not get the same opportunities as other citizens of India. The separatist Hindus have been taking advantage of the fact that they are Hindus and Muslims are living in the same community. The separatist Hindus have been complaining about the alleged discrimination that they are facing in the state. On the other hand, the Muslims have been regularly complaining about the alleged discrimination that the Hindus are facing.The initial thought of
the Government of India was that it would not be fair to have a separate Muslim colony for the Muslims and even they were to settle in a separate colony, there should also be separate colonies for the Hindus who are already living in these colonies. Moreover the Government refused to accept the idea of having all Muslims living in a separate colony. But the Hindu leaders were so upset at the idea of having all Muslims living under one roof that they threatened to call for a
violent protest. The Muslim leadership also came forward and said that they will accept an area where the Muslims can live. The Government then agreed to this proposal. The Indian Prime Minister said that he will “consider the issue of having separate 09e8f5149f
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1. Introduction 2. Chapter 1-7 : Quoted verses from Quran 3. Chapter 8-12 : Quoted verses from Quran 4. Chapter 13-16 : Concluding verses 5. Chapter 17-21 : Interview with Sudhakar 6. Chapter 22-24 : Interview with Mulayam and Satish 7. Chapter 25: Outline of the book and conclusion 8. Interview with about 4-5 different scholars Saturday, 15 July 2016 Chapter 1: Introduction: As per ancient Hindu scriptures, Lord Shiva is the only creator of this entire universe,
He is the Worshipped One in all the religious traditions. All the Hindu Scriptures and Hindu saints said to meditate on His grace, knowledge and power. But it is not only He who was worshipped and meditated upon, His desire is meditating upon Him. In the midst of all the world, with all beings, and all bodies, He meditates upon Himself. What to say about all the Gods and all the beings, all the world with all its beings are also His Self-worshippers, and their Self-
worshippers. He is the vast entire universe, the vast entire energy which creates and maintains and holds the universe together, and all the beings who are born, act, and live in that universe, as well as He Himself. Sudhakar : Hi! I am very delighted to welcome you to this marvelous book. Congratulations and thank you very much. Sir: You are welcome. Sudhakar : Let me ask you on the very important question – I am going to ask you a very keen question. I am very keen to
ask you on the very important question and devotees are not going to respond it without any doubt. What type of God is there who is creator? Sir: Of course there is a God Who is Creator, as He Himself has said, He is the creator. Sudhakar : But to create means to create a form or to establish a form. Like the light of the Sun is neither formless or formless. So the God is said to be creator; but in a sense He is formless, but this is formless as only the mind of Him who
created is to create, and it is not in his power and mind to create something that is not, or that has no form. How is God formless? Sir: In the
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Page No. 1 - 10 : Brief introduction of Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Biography of Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Controversies Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Kashi Puraskar Existential philosophy of the great saints Sources of Maya Sages and sages Saints and sages Mahaprabhu and Mahaprabhu Puja and Kirtan Mahaprabhu and Kirtan Indrasvami Of god and God Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu or Siddha Sarvam kalaram bhajate Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Are Shri Chaitanya
and Shri Rama Sri Nityananda or Sri Nityananda Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa Pietism Concluding Thoughts Like wise Don't you think that truth will be a bitter pill? Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu Perhaps our delusion itself has created our perceptions and emotions, And the perceptions and emotions are our belief and faith In the ignorance and illusion The perception and emotions Which we get from the existence of God Do you think that we know the existence of
God? Or do we even know about the existence of the God? If we talk about the existence of God Then who will listen to us? Or who will give us an answer? Do you think that there is any proof of the existence of God? If we like to prove God's existence Then do we need any proof? Our science has proved the existence of the Earth Our thoughts can prove to us that there is a God God is real God is self manifest God is formless God is one God is not the spirit of the
universe God is not the universe God is eternal God is infinite God is immanent God is transcendental God is primordial God is plenitude God is prajna God is prakriti God is prakirti God is prakirti, and prajna is within prakirti God is consciousness God is the truth God is the source God is the bliss God is the Sat-Chit-Ananda God is the Self God is consciousness God is
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